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1. Once anchor is firmly set, simply attach the 
clip (with buoy attached by rope to the clip) 
to the anchor rope any distance from the boat.

2. When ready to leave the anchorage, 
simply motor towards the buoy and pass 
it on either the port or starboard side.

3. Run past the buoy at 6-8 knots. This will 
cause anchor to rise to surface through the 
special one-way "Ezy lift clip" due to friction 
/ drag and the inherint buoyancy of the buoy.

5. At this point slowly motor back towards the
buoy retrieving the loose rope as you go - be
careful not to entangle the rope in the prop.
The "Ezy Lift Clip" will not allow the anchor
to drop down as the clip will only allow the 
rope to pass in one direction.  Simply lift out 
the buoy and anchor in one easy motion.  
Simple  - and easy on the back !

4. When the anchor has risen to the surface
the buoy will begin to bob and plane along
the surface of the water.

1. SETTING  YOUR  ANCHOR

3. RETRIEVING  YOUR  ANCHOR

5. RETRIEVING  YOUR  ANCHOR

4. RETRIEVING  YOUR  ANCHOR

2. RETRIEVING  YOUR  ANCHOR

15 - Anchor  -  Lifting  Device

The  Fastest  And  Easiest  
Anchor  Retrieval  System

"Ezy Lift Anchor Clip"
is Australian made and invented
and has many years of proven 
operation on thousands of boats 
throughout Australia & overseas. 
It is made of robust, durable 
stainless steel and comes in two 
sizes to suit rope from 8-12mm. 

The "Ezy Lift Clip" can be 
used on powered craft up to 
approximately 40 feet in length 
and on all types of anchors.  
The clip can be purchased on 
its own or supplied spliced to the 
buoy with 12mm Dia. silver rope.  
If you purchase the clip on its 
own and use your own buoy - 
you must securely attach the 
buoy with rope 300mm from
the clip and be certain that 
the buoy is of sufficient size 
to easily support your anchor 
and chain on the water surface.

Say goodbye to back pain and sore hands that can be caused 
from pulling up heavy anchors and chain from the bottom.  
Pulling up anchors is never enjoyable - it's always the time 
you find out about your crew's chronic back problem or arthritis.
With the "Ezy Lift Anchor Clip" you use the power of the boat 
along with the buoyancy and drag of a float buoy in the 
water to bring that heavy anchor to the surface automatically - 
it's that simple !

A Made in Australia from durable,
 high quality stainless steel
A Helps stop back strain & sore hands
A Especially suitable for people with   
 arthritis or chronic back problems
A Suits all types of anchors
A No anchor winch required
A Eliminates the danger of standing
 up in small craft
A Saves your back, time & money

RWB2890 Small Ezy Lift clip only - suits 8 & 10 mm anchor rope
RWB2893 Small clip, complete with 300mm buoy with spliced rope
RWB2891 Large Ezy Lift clip only - suits 12mm anchor rope
RWB2894 Large clip, complete with 300mm buoy with spliced rope

"Ezy Lift"  Anchor  Lifting  Device
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Sea  Anchors - Standard

Sea anchors are an essential part of the boats 
safety equipment.  They can be used to slow 
down the boat when facing strong winds and 
heavy seas - in addition - they ensure the boat 
turns to head into or away from the waves to 
avoid broaching.

They reduce drift, acting like a break when 
fishing offshore or just resting in waters too 
deep to consider a normal anchor.

Made from tough PVC material reinforced 
with webbing for additional strength.

The anchor rope should be 5 times the boat 
length for best results.

4 diameter sizes to suit average boats up to 9 
metres length in average conditions.

Folds up for easy stowage.

Supplied in retail display hang pack.

RWB8730 Small 500mm (20”) suits
  boats to 4.5 Mtr (15ft) length

RWB8731 Medium 650mm (26”) suits
  boats to 6 Mtr (20Ft) length

RWB8732 Large 1.25 Mtr (50”) suits
  boats to 7.5 Mtr (25Ft) length

RWB8733 Extra Large 1.35 Mtr (54”) suits
  boats to 9 Mtr (30Ft) length

Anchor sizes and boat sizes given are 
a general guide only and there may be 
variations based on boat weight or type 
and the prevailing conditions.

Sea  Anchors - Professional  Heavy  Duty

Lalizas professional heavy duty sea anchors or 
drogues are designed for use on larger boats 
and under harsher conditions.

They are an essential part of the boats safety 
equipment.  They can be used to slow down the 
boat when facing strong winds and heavy 
seas - in addition - they will ensure the boat 
turns to head into or away from the waves to
avoid broaching.

Lalizas professional sea anchors are immensely 
strong - made from 200D polyester fabric coated 
on both sides with 0.45mm PVC and reinforced 
with 40mm webbing.

The anchor rope should be 5 times the boat 
length for best results.

3 sizes to suit average boats from 14 metres 
up to 20 metres length in average conditions.

Supplied in safety yellow colour packaged in 
a handy tough PVC storage bag.  

Folds up flat for easy stowage in the bag.

NOT supplied with swivel 
- shown for display only

Anchor sizes and boat sizes given are 
a general guide only and there may be 
variations based on boat weight or type, 
keel weight, the prevailing conditions
or intended use.  Your choice should not 
be made based on the guide alone.

RWB8735 2 metre dia x 1.65 metre length  
  plus 1.5 metre straps - suits
  boats to 14 Mtr (45ft) length

RWB8736 2.5 metre dia x 2.1 metre length  
  plus 1.8 metre straps - suits
  boats to 17 Mtr (55ft) length

RWB8737 3 metre dia x 2.5 metre length  
  plus 2.3 metre straps - suits
  boats to 20 Mtr (65ft) length

15 - Anchors  -  Lalizas  Sea  Anchors
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Complete packaged sand 
anchor kits including a hot 
dipped galvanised
sand anchor, silver rope 
hank spliced with stainless 
steel thimble,
2 metres of general link 
galvanised chain and 2 x 
galvanised shackles.

Very popular high holding power sand anchors solidly constructed from hot dipped 
galvanised steel for safe and sure anchoring.  Ideally suited to sandy or muddy 
bottoms.  They lay flat for easier stowage.

Product Weight Weight Suggested
Code Pounds KG Boat   Size
RWB7220     3 1.5   2 metres 
RWB7221     4 2   3 metres
RWB7222     6 3   4 metres
RWB7223     8 4   5 metres
RWB7224   10 5   6 metres
RWB7225   13 6   7 metres
RWB7226   16 8   8 metres
RWB7227   22 10   9 metres
RWB7228   27 12 11 metres
RWB7229   40 18 13 metres
RWB7230   55 25 14 metres
RWB7231   66 30 15 metres

Suggested boat size for anchors is intended 
as a guide only for average boats in general 
usage in average conditions.  
The actual size should be selected based 
on intended usage and conditions.  
Chain should be used in the anchor warp.

15 - Anchors  -  Sand

Code  Anchor   Rope Chain Shackles Suits Boat
RWB3686   4 lb - 2 kg   6mm x 40M 6mm x 2M 2 x   8mm To 3 metre

RWB3687   6 lb - 3 kg   6mm x 40M 6mm x 2M 2 x   8mm 4 metre

RWB3688   8 lb - 4 kg   8mm x 50M 8mm x 2M 2 x 10mm 5 metre

RWB3689 10 lb - 5 kg   8mm x 50M 8mm x 2M 2 x 10mm 6 metre

RWB3690 13 lb - 6 kg 10mm x 50M 8mm x 2M 2 x 10mm 7 metre

Anti-snag slip ring type anchors made from steel 
plate with a hot dipped galvanised finish.
These anchors are popular for smaller powerboats 
and hireboat operations as the slip ring design aids 
reverse recovery if the anchor gets snagged.

RWB7215 Anti snag  - 2 Kg (4 Lb) approx
RWB7216 Anti snag  - 3 Kg (6 Lb)
RWB7217 Anti snag  - 4 Kg (8 Lb)
RWB7218 Anti snag  - 5 Kg (10 Lb)

Sand  Anchors

Complete  Sand  Anchor  Kits

Anti - Snag  Anchors
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Product Weight Weight Suggested
Code Pounds KG Boat  Size
RWB7265   10 4.5   6 metres
RWB7266   15 6.7   7 metres
RWB7267   20 8.9   8 metres
RWB7268   27 12   9 metres
RWB7270   35 16 11 metres
RWB7271   45 20 13 metres
RWB7272   60 27 15 metres

"STANDFAST" galvanised plough anchors are made from steel plate with a hot 
dipped galvanised finish.  They include a reverse recovery eye and a lead filled head.
The Plough anchor is classed as a high holding power anchor and have long been 
favourites of cruising yachts and craft of all type.  Weights are approximate.

Product Weight Weight
Code KG LB approx
RWB7315 5   Kg 10 Lb
RWB7316 7   Kg 15 Lb
RWB7317 9   Kg 20 Lb
RWB7318 12 Kg 27 Lb
RWB7319 16 Kg 35 Lb
RWB7320 22 Kg 48 Lb

Hot dipped galvanised steel anchors that fold easily 
after use and  include a locking collar.  
Ideal for canoes and kayaks, inflatable boats and jet 
skis as they are compact and have few sharp edges.

RWB7254 0.7 Kg folding grapnel - suits canoe / kayak
RWB7255 1.5 Kg folding grapnel - to 3 metre boat
RWB7256 2.5 Kg folding grapnel - to 4 metre boat
RWB7257 3.2 Kg folding grapnel - to 5 metre boat
RWB7258 4.0 Kg folding grapnel - to 6 metre boat

15 - Anchors  -  Plough  &  Grapnel

Stainless  Plough  Anchors

Galvanised  Plough  Anchors

Folding  Grapnel  Anchors

Suggested boat size for anchors is intended as 
a guide only for average boats in general usage 
in average conditions.  The actual size should be 
selected based on intended usage and conditions.  
Chain should be used in the anchor warp.

Polished cast 316 grade stainless steel anchor for a classy look on the bow of the boat.  
Plough anchors have long been favourites of cruising yachts and craft of all type.  Ideal for 
anchoring in mud and sand.  Includes an eye for reverse retrieval of anchor if snagged.

Grapnel Anchor Kits
Folding grapnel anchors as above, complete with silver rope 
coil spliced with S/S thimble, galvanised chain and shackles.

Code Anchor  Rope Chain Shackles

RWB7260   1.5 Kg   6mm x 30M 6mm x 2M 2 x   8mm
RWB7261   2.5 Kg   8mm x 30M 6mm x 2M 2 x   8mm
RWB7262   3.2 kg   8mm x 40M 6mm x 2M 2 x   8mm
RWB7263   4.0 kg 10mm x 50M 8mm x 2M 2 x 10mm
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15 - Anchors  -  Reef  &  Chain

Ideal For Safe And Simple Storage
Twist design 4 prong reef anchors that lay flat after use for 
safe and easy stowage.  To use - simply twist head and lock in.  
Made from hot dipped galvanised steel.  
The size is the diameter of the prongs.  Boat size is approx.

RWB7247   8mm - 5/16" folding reef - to 4 metre boat
RWB7248 10mm -   3/8" folding reef - 4 to 5 metre boat

Popular fisherman's rock anchor.  Made from hot dipped 
galvanised steel.  Supplied with 4 straight prongs which must be 
bent for use.  Size quoted is diameter of the prongs.
Boat size is approximate for average boats in average conditions.

RWB7240   6mm - 1/4" - to 3 metre boat
RWB7241     8mm - 5/16" - 3 to 4 metre
RWB7242 10mm - 3/8" - 4 to 5 metre
RWB7243 13mm - 1/2" - 5 to 6 metre

RWB3692 6mm (1/4") chain - cut length per metre
RWB3695 6mm (1/4") chain - 50 Kg drum = approx 61 metres
RWB9900 6mm (1/4") chain - 500 Kg drum = approx 610 metres

RWB3693 8mm (5/16") chain - cut length per metre
RWB3696 8mm (5/16") chain - 50 Kg drum = approx 37 metres
RWB9901 8mm (5/16") chain - 500 Kg drum = approx 370 metres

RWB3694 10mm (3/8") chain - cut length per metre
RWB3697 10mm (3/8") chain - 50 Kg drum = approx 24 metres
RWB9902 10mm (3/8") chain - 500 Kg drum = approx 240 metres

RWB3694B 12mm (1/2") chain - cut length per metre
RWB3698 12mm (1/2") chain - 50 kg drum = approx 17 metres

Hot dipped galvanised standard 
general link chain for general 
purpose and anchor chain.
Sold per metre, or in 50 Kg plastic 
drums, or 500 KG metal drums.

Hot dipped galvanised 
short link chain. 
Generally used for 
anchor windlasses and 
mooring applications. 
Sold per metre - or in 
500 Kg metal drums. 

RWB3644 6mm (1/4")   short link chain - cut length per metre
RWB9905 6mm (1/4")   short link chain - 500Kg = approx 570 Mtr

RWB3645 8mm (5/16") short link chain - cut length per metre
RWB9906 8mm (5/16") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 335 Mtr

RWB3646 10mm (3/8") short link chain - cut length per metre
RWB9907 10mm (3/8") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 210 Mtr 

RWB3647 13mm (1/2") short link chain - cut length per metre
RWB9908 13mm (1/2") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 150 Mtr

General link hot dipped galvanised chain in 2 metre lengths
complete with a galvanised Dee shackle each end. 
Hang packed for open display.

RWB3683   6mm x 2 metre with 2 x   8mm shackles
RWB3684   8mm x 2 metre with 2 x 10mm shackles
RWB3685 10mm x 2 metre with 2 x 10mm shackles

Standard  Reef  Anchors

Lay - Flat  Folding  Reef  Anchors

General  Link  Galvanised  Chain

Short  Link  Galvanised  Chain

Chain  &  Shackle  Kits

Cut Lengths Of 
Chain are nOt 
returnabLe
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316 grade Stainless steel 2 piece 
links for joining standard link chain.  
Simply hammer together and dolly 
over for a quick and solid join.
4 sizes - size is chain diameter 
size that they suit.

RWB329A   6mm (1/4") set
RWB329B   8mm (5/16") set
RWB329C 10mm (3/8") set
RWB329D 13mm (1/2") set

Hot dipped galvanised steel 
chain joining links. 
Size is diameter of material.

RWB330A 6mm     (1/4")
RWB330B 8mm   (5/16")
RWB330C 10mm   (3/8")

These chain claws can be used to stop the anchor chain grinding on 
the bow roller when moored overnight. 
The claw is fitted to the chain below the bow roller and a line is then 
attached from the eye of the claw to a bollard, holding the chain in 
place.  Made from 316 grade stainless steel.  2 chain sizes.

RWB5577 Suits 6 - 8mm chain 122mm length x 65mm width

RWB5578 Suits 10 - 12mm chain 160mm length x 95mm width

Single swivel or dual swivel anchor to chain connectors made from 316 
grade stainless steel.  Prevents chain and anchor from twisting when 
setting and retrieving anchor.  Slides over bow rollers for easy retrieval.
An allen key is provided with each swivel to remove the pins to attach the 
anchor and chain.  Safe working load (SWL) is stamped into each swivel.
The smaller size suits 6 - 8mm chain and has an 850 Kg SWL. 
The larger size suits 8 - 10mm chain and has an SWL of 1,350 Kg.

RWB5570 Single swivel 850 kg SWL suits 6 - 8mm chain
 Pin diameters : 7 & 9mm Length : 90mm Width : 27mm
 Fork widths : 15mm & 10mm

RWB5571 Single swivel 1,350 kg SWL suits 8 - 10mm chain  
 Pin diameter : 11mm  Length : 114mm Width : 36mm
 Fork widths : 19mm & 14mm

RWB5572 Double swivel 850 kg SWL suits 6 - 8mm chain
 Pin diameters : 7 & 9mm Length : 120mm Width : 27mm
 Fork widths : 15mm & 10mm

RWB5573 Double swivel 1,350 kg SWL suits 8 - 10mm chain
 Pin diameter : 11mm Length : 163mm Width : 36mm
 Fork widths : 19mm & 14mm

RWB5570

RWB5571

RWB5573
RWB5572

15 - Chain  &  Anchor  Accessories

Anchor Chain Claws  -  Stainless Steel

Chain  Split  Links Stainless  Chain  Joining  Links

Anchor  -  Chain  Swivel  Connectors  -  316 Stainless  Steel


